HELL HATH NO FURY:
WHY FIRST AMENDMENT SCRUTINY HAS LED TO INEFFECTIVE REVENGE PORN LAWS, AND HOW TO CHANGE THE ANALYTICAL ARGUMENT TO OVERCOME THIS ISSUE

I. INTRODUCTION

In early 2014 Halie Ricketts reported that she was walking through the Shops at La Cantera in Texas when a man stuck a cell phone up her skirt and took a video of her.1 Although fellow citizens chased the man Ms. Ricketts said took the video, authorities declined to charge him with a crime.2 Although at one point Texas had an “improper photography” law that could have protected Ms. Ricketts,3 a court struck down the law as an unconstitutional violation of free speech.4 The law, which was also an effective tool for prosecuting pedophiles, was successfully challenged by a man who had been caught taking pictures of children in swimsuits at a water park.5 Ms. Ricketts, in an interview with the local news, crystallized the view of many in society: “Currently the law is protecting the criminals and not the victims.”6 The question, put bluntly by Ms. Ricketts, is an important one regarding the growth of nonconsensual pornography: Must protection from involuntary sexual exploitation be sacrificed at the altar of free speech?7
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4. See Ex parte Thompson, 414 S.W.3d at 877 (holding the improper photography statute as an unconstitutional regulation of free speech).
5. Anya, supra note 1.
6. Id. (quoting Halie Ricketts).
7. Throughout this Comment, victims of revenge porn are generally referred to as women because the majority of—though certainly not all—documented cases to date involve female victims. But see infra note 43 and accompanying text for an example of a male victim of nonconsensual pornography.
“Revenge porn,” a subset of nonconsensual pornography, occurs when one party distributes sexually explicit pictures or videos of another in a public forum without the subject’s consent. This Comment argues that the primary problem with revenge porn is the emotional, mental, and physical harm that posting such content causes to the individuals depicted. Statutes drafted and analyzed based on an idea that the content itself is somehow “more obscene” than other forms of pornography miss the mark and are not likely to survive First Amendment scrutiny. Based on the nature of the harm resulting from posting these images, statutes should instead qualify revenge porn as unprotected speech within the broad category of “fighting words,” and more specifically, as “true threats.” This categorization would allow statutes to be written in broader language that would more effectively address the proliferation of revenge porn. Section II outlines the emergence of revenge porn, as well as some early attempts by local governments to deal with it. It also provides a basic framework for judicial analysis of the First Amendment issues that must be kept in mind when any speech restriction is proposed. Finally, Section III argues for the alternative categorization of revenge porn as “fighting words” rather than “obscenity,” and closes with a proposed statute.

II. OVERVIEW

This Section explains the problem of revenge porn and describes ineffective attempted solutions. Part II.A provides a framework for understanding revenge porn and details a variety of harms caused by the practice. Part II.B analyzes the theoretical options for redress posed by civil lawsuits, as well as their real-world impotence. Part II.C explains how criminal prosecution could solve some of the problems associated with civil suits and illustrates how courts struggle to fit the realities of the digital age into statutes written decades earlier. Part II.D, focusing on First Amendment free speech protection, answers the question: What’s the problem with making revenge porn illegal, anyway? Part II.D.1 outlines the types of speech courts have allowed statutes to proscribe, as well as some of the more famous cases and tests that apply to speech restrictions. Part II.D.2 briefly describes “obscenity,” the most common category of speech restriction courts consider when evaluating statutes that regulate depictions of nudity or sexuality. “Obscenity” is also where advocates on both sides of the revenge porn debate focus their efforts. Part II.D.3 presents an alternative category of proscribable speech, “fighting words,” as well as the narrower—but most relevant—subcategory of “true threats.” Part II.D.4 explores the scope of free speech protection, as determined by the current Supreme Court. Finally, Part II.D.5 outlines some legislative action taken by states in light of the Court’s recent rulings.


9. See infra notes 25–40 and accompanying text for a review of some of the harms posed by revenge porn.
A. The Emergence of Revenge Porn

Emerging technology has brought with it a new social scourge known commonly as “revenge porn.” Revenge porn is nude or sexually explicit photos or videos of an individual distributed without the individual’s consent, often through the Internet. In the majority of cases, a victim provides the intimate media to a distributor during a consensual sexual relationship, and the images are then posted to the Internet in response to the termination of the relationship. It is not uncommon, however, for distributors to take intimate media from victims without their knowledge or consent through computer-hacking schemes or surreptitious filming. No matter the method of acquisition, once the media appears online, its distribution is often rapid and widespread, whereas its removal can be a long and slow process. The most common—and legally complex—cases involve a person pictured in the media who is over eighteen, consented to participation in the media, and then allowed another person to take possession of the images. Under these circumstances, the issue is regulating the distribution of lawfully acquired content, which implicates First Amendment freedom of expression concerns. The initial

11. Id.
12. Martínez, supra note 8, at 236–37 (defining revenge porn and providing a specific example of its impact); see Derek E. Bambauer, Exposed, 98 MINN. L. REV. 2025, 2028 (2014) (describing intimate media as “nude or sexually explicit photos or videos”).
13. See, e.g., Daisuke Wakabayashi & Danny Yadron, Apple Denies iCloud Breach, WALL ST. J., Sep. 2, 2014, at B1 (describing Apple’s position that a targeted attack on celebrity accounts led to leaks of nude photographs); see also Caille Millner, ‘Revenge Porn’—Shame for Cruelty and Profit, S.F. CHRON., Feb. 10, 2013, at E6 (noting the original victim in a class action lawsuit took nude photographs to track her weight loss, never shared them with anyone, and had no idea how they ended up online); At Least 100,000 Snapchat Photos Hacked: Report, CBS NEWS (Oct. 10, 2014, 12:23 PM), http://www.cbsnews.com/news/snapchat-photos-hacked-report/ (describing how thousands of images of intimate media had been collected and compiled by a group of hackers for years before being released).
14. People v. Morriale, 859 N.Y.S.2d 559 (N.Y. Crim. Ct. 2008) (discussing how the defendant surreptitiously recorded himself having sex with the complainant and disseminated the video through email to at least one other person); see also Abigail Pesta, The Haunting of Erin Andrews, MARIE CLAIRE (July 13, 2011, 4:00 AM), http://www.marieclaire.com/celebrity/a6316/erin-andrews-interview/ (discussing how a stalker acquired a nude video of Ms. Andrews by tampering with her hotel room peephole).
16. See, e.g., Taylor, 2011 WL 2746714, at *3 (noting that two of at least twenty-three websites continued to host images of the plaintiff).
academic response has been that the First Amendment protects distributors from criminal liability, as their postings were truthful speech that, no matter how offensive, cannot be proscribed.\textsuperscript{18}

While it is true most speech receives vigorous protection, there are limited categories of speech that are proscribable.\textsuperscript{19} Throughout the years, the primary category of proscribable speech under which the government has attempted to regulate pornography is obscenity.\textsuperscript{20} Revenge porn cases involve nudity and sexuality. As a result, many view revenge porn as merely a form of pornography, and analyze the legality of its regulation according to pornography standards.\textsuperscript{21} The problem with this approach is that courts generally reject the premise that sexually explicit images of consenting adults rise to the level of “obscene.”\textsuperscript{22} Acknowledging the general reluctance of courts to allow regulations of pornography, debates on the criminalization of revenge porn seem to force a choice between privacy rights and the First Amendment. As a consequence, drafts of criminal revenge porn statutes use the narrowest possible terms, in hopes that the laws will pass judicial scrutiny. Unfortunately for revenge porn victims, the resultant statutes prove largely ineffective and may still fail review.\textsuperscript{23}

Regardless of the legal classification of revenge porn material, the harm it causes has serious real-world impact. Former partners, turned distributors, often send the images to victims’ friends, family, or coworkers.\textsuperscript{24} Over eighty percent

\textsuperscript{18}. E.g., Clay Calvert, Revenge Porn and Freedom of Expression: Legislative Pushback to an Online Weapon of Emotional and Reputational Destruction, 24 Fordham Intell. Prop. Media & Ent. L.J. 673, 678 (2014) (noting that “much of revenge porn involves truthful speech—the images are accurate, unaltered depictions of a sordid sexual reality”).

\textsuperscript{19}. See infra notes 97–99 and accompanying text for a discussion of the standard used to determine whether speech maintains First Amendment protection.


\textsuperscript{22}. Jacobellis v. Ohio, 378 U.S. 184, 191 (1964) (“[M]aterial dealing with sex in a manner that advocates ideas or that has literary or scientific or artistic value . . . may not be branded as obscenity and denied the constitutional protection.” (citation omitted)); see also id. at 197 (Stewart, J., concurring) (regarding whether or not a sexual scene in a film was obscene: “I know it when I see it, and the motion picture involved in this case is not that”).

\textsuperscript{23}. See infra Part III.A for a review of the flaws in existing revenge porn legislation.

of victims experience severe emotional distress and anxiety when they learn what has happened.\textsuperscript{25} Panic attacks, anorexia, and depression are all “common ailments” experienced by victims of online harassment.\textsuperscript{26} In addition to the reputational damage and humiliation revenge porn causes, such distribution also poses professional consequences. Employees can be fired as a result of a coworker, supervisor, or customer coming across the intimate material.\textsuperscript{27}

But professional consequences can also occur prospectively. Victims may not be offered jobs because a screening of applicants’ Internet reputation reveals “concerns about their ‘lifestyle,’ ‘inappropriate’ online comments, and ‘unsuitable’ photographs, videos, and information about them.”\textsuperscript{28} For one teacher in a public school, the perpetrator contended that the teacher’s behavior was “not proper” for a person that works with children.\textsuperscript{29} For another woman working for the U.S. Department of Fish and Wildlife, postings of intimate media threatened to impact her security clearance.\textsuperscript{30} When she learned her intimate media had been distributed widely, the victim broke out in shingles and required emergency counseling.\textsuperscript{31}

From this threshold issue a myriad of disturbing scenarios have emerged. For example, revenge porn images posted to an Internet website may include contact details of a victim.\textsuperscript{32} A recent survey of revenge porn victims found over fifty percent had their full names and social network profiles included in the posts, and more than twenty percent had their phone numbers and email addresses included as well.\textsuperscript{33} Perpetrators who post these images while impersonating the victims often include requests for casual sex, resulting in real-world harassment that ranges from disturbing to dangerous.\textsuperscript{34} One victim found

\begin{itemize}
\item[25.] Citron & Franks, \textit{supra} note 21, at 351.
\item[26.] \textit{See id.} at 350–51 (summarizing statistics gathered by the authors from a survey of over 1200 victims).
\item[27.] Samantha H. Scheller, Comment, \textit{A Picture Is Worth a Thousand Words: The Legal Implications of Revenge Porn}, 93 N.C. L. REV. 551, 552 (2015) (“[S]ubjects of the photos and videos can be fired from their jobs . . . .”); \textit{see also} Taylor v. Franko, No. 09–00002 JMS/RLP, 2011 WL 2746714, at *2–3 (D. Haw. July 12, 2011) (information appeared online that threatened the security clearance of a government contractor); Parsons, 2011 WL 6089210, at *1 (intimate media of a public school teacher sent to her supervisor in an attempt to get her fired).
\item[28.] \textit{See Citron & Franks, supra note 21, at 352 (citing statistics from a study commissioned by Microsoft regarding common hiring practices of employers).}
\item[29.] Parsons, 2011 WL 6089210, at *1 (internal quotation marks omitted).
\item[30.] Taylor, 2011 WL 2746714, at *2.
\item[31.] \textit{Id.}
\item[32.] \textit{See id.} at *3 (plaintiff’s contact information was provided alongside intimate media); \textit{see also} United States v. Sayer, 748 F.3d 425, 428–29 (1st Cir. 2014) (defendant provided victim’s name and address along with intimate media); Citron & Franks, \textit{supra note 21}, at 345 (after a breakup, ex-boyfriend posted intimate media and contact information on a revenge porn website).
\item[33.] Citron & Franks, \textit{supra note} 21, at 350–51.
\item[34.] \textit{E.g.,} Barnes v. Yahoo!, Inc., 570 F.3d 1096, 1098 (9th Cir. 2009) (woman’s office was “pepper[ed]” with emails, phone calls, and visits from strangers looking for sex in response to a fake Yahoo! profile); Taylor, 2011 WL 2746714, at *3 (plaintiff approached by strangers seeking sexual
\end{itemize}
that her intimate media appeared next to her work phone number and included the following language: “Hello gentlemen, Get the pleasure you need and the satisfaction you deserve…No drama…No games…Just you and me baby.” Revenge porn posts like these increase the risk to victims of being stalked or physically assaulted. Thus, victims of revenge porn often feel unsafe leaving their homes. As one victim put it: “Normal people don’t subscribe to sites like this…Only creeps. [And these] are the kinds of people who know where I live.” In another case, a woman was raped at knifepoint after her ex-boyfriend posted her photograph and contact information online and, posing as the victim, claimed to be looking for “a real aggressive man with no concern for women.”

B. Victims Have Largely Been Unsuccessful in Civil Lawsuits

The absence of a strong response from the justice system to punish this type of distribution has emboldened perpetrators and has had an increasingly severe impact on victims. In Texas, a stranger allegedly thrust a camera up the skirt of a woman on the street and took photographs. Although brought to police, the perpetrator was never charged with a crime because Texas’s “improper photography” statute was “unconstitutional and a violation of free speech.” In a highly publicized New Jersey case, a college freshman committed suicide just days after learning that a roommate had recorded his sexual encounter and publicized it on Twitter without his knowledge or consent.

In an attempt to curb this practice, victims have turned to the courts, asserting civil claims. Copyright claims, for example, provide a cause of action for authors whose original expressions are appropriated without permission by another party. Asserting this cause of action in the context of revenge porn, relations after recognizing her from her online images); see also Sayer, 748 F.3d at 429 (strangers began to show up at victim’s home); Citron & Franks, supra note 21, at 345 (victim received numerous Facebook posts and phone calls).

35. Taylor, 2011 WL 2746714, at *3 (alteration in original) (internal quotation marks omitted).
36. Citron & Franks, supra note 21, at 350.
37. See id. at 351 (describing how one victim stayed inside her house for days after learning of the posts).
40. Anya, supra note 1.
42. Kate Zernike, Son’s Suicide Leads to Aid for Students, N.Y. TIMES, Feb. 2, 2013, at A18 (New Jersey, as the first state to enact a revenge porn law, successfully charged the roommate with a crime).
scholars have noted, has the best chance to succeed when the victim herself took the photographs. An overwhelming portion of intimate media classified as revenge porn is this type of self-photography. One estimate places the number at as much as eighty percent. As such, it appeared at first that copyright actions were a viable option because “these [self-photography] victims... have authorship rights in their explicit works.” Victims have thus brought lawsuits against websites that host and profit from the publication of revenge porn.

Whatever their theoretical potential, civil lawsuits against website operators have proven ineffective as a practical avenue for victims. For one thing, it is difficult to get attorneys to take on this type of case. This is in part due to the reality that most victims cannot afford the tremendous costs of litigation. “Having lost their jobs due to the online posts, [victims] cannot pay their rent, let alone cover lawyer’s fees.” The majority of these website operators know this, minimizing the realistic threat of lawsuits from victims. This, in turn, minimizes civil litigation’s ability to deter possible perpetrators. As one attorney in the field explained, “There are only about four or five of us in the whole country... [if more attorneys took this type of work] I wouldn’t have to turn away 90 percent [of cases].”

Even if a case makes it to court, websites enjoy a clear statutory defense: “No provider or user of an interactive computer service shall be treated as the publisher or speaker of any information provided by another information content provider.” Courts tend to interpret this statute as protecting websites—including websites hosting revenge porn—against lawsuits stemming from user-generated content. In other words, if a website allows users to post images or

---

44. E.g., Citron & Franks, supra note 21, at 359–60.
45. See Calvert, supra note 18, at 689 (explaining that self-photography is when someone takes a “sexual selfie” and shares it with his or her significant other); Stokes, supra note 17, at 94; Martinez, supra note 8, at 242 (citing that up to eighty percent of revenge porn is self photography).
47. Stokes, supra note 17, at 937.
50. Citron & Franks, supra note 21, at 358; Laird, supra note 49, at 50 (noting victims are frequently without means to finance a lawsuit and that cases are generally handled pro bono).
51. Citron & Franks, supra note 21, at 358.
52. Id. at 360.
53. Id. at 358.
54. Laird, supra note 49, at 49 (internal quotation marks omitted).
56. See, e.g., Barnes v. Yahoo!, Inc., 570 F.3d 1096, 1107 (9th Cir. 2009) (holding that a plaintiff cannot sue a website for publishing content generated by a third party); Chicago Lawyers’ Comm. for Civil Rights Under Law, Inc. v. Craigslist, Inc., 519 F.3d 666, 671 (7th Cir. 2008) (“[A]n online information system must not ‘be treated as the publisher or speaker of any information provided by’ someone else.” (quoting 47 U.S.C. § 230(c)(1))); see also Backpage.com v. Cooper, 939 F. Supp. 2d 805, 822 (M.D. Tenn. 2013) (“Section 230 of the CDA prohibits state laws from imposing liability on interactive computer services for third-party content, even if the content is unlawful and the website
videos, responsibility for the content lies with the individual actor, not the website. This is “the same law that protects Facebook and YouTube from legal liability for comments and videos” posted by their users. 57 Without this statute, “[Facebook and YouTube] could each possibly be held liable for hosting the defamatory material even though none of their employees posted the statement.” 58 Finally, because U.S. courts cannot assert jurisdiction over foreign websites, “[s]mart website operators will simply move to overseas hosts to avoid any consequences for their actions.” 59 Such statutory protection, bolstered by the unrealistic chance of litigation, leaves revenge porn website hosts so confident in their immunity that some require payments from the victims in order to remove their intimate media. 60 In at least one instance, a website operator used this coercive practice as an additional revenue stream, contacting the victims and soliciting payments to remove the images. 61

Civil suits have been successful against individual perpetrators on charges such as public disclosure of private facts, intentional and negligent infliction of emotional distress, and defamation of character. 62 For the majority of victims, however, this recourse has been ineffective in practice. 63 Even if such a claim proves successful, defendants—like their victims—are often financially unstable, and as a result, judgment proof. 64 As one attorney in the field put it, “The general rule is these people are not wealthy . . . . They’re young men and they think it’s funny.” 65 It is also far from certain that these claims will win in court, as many people feel victims are responsible for their own harm by participating in the intimate media in the first place. 66 Finally, regardless of which avenue of relief a victim may pursue, a civil litigation victory does not mean the images will be removed from all the websites on which they appear. 67 Or, even if the images

57. Martínez, supra note 8, at 245–46.
58. Id. at 246.
59. Id. at 247 (indicating that websites outside the United States are beyond the jurisdiction of the court).
60. See Laird, supra note 49, at 46–47 (describing one revenge porn website’s practice of posting advertisements from a fictional attorney—likely the same person running the website—claiming he could take the photos down quickly for a fee); Millner, supra note 13, at E6 (describing one victim’s experience of being told by Texxxan.com that she would have to pay a fee to remove her intimate media from the site).
63. Citron & Franks, supra note 21, at 349.
64. Id. at 358.
65. Laird, supra note 49, at 50 (internal quotation marks omitted).
66. Id. at 47–48; see also Calvert, supra note 18, at 702 (concluding that as more people learn about the harm that has resulted from creating intimate media, a “wake-up call to reality” will get them to stop making such images in the first place); Martínez, supra note 8, at 250 (noting an attitude in the public that the victims of revenge porn “brought it upon themselves”).
67. Laird, supra note 49, at 49.
are removed, a victim may find them posted to another website shortly thereafter, creating a “game [of] Whac-a-Mole [sic]” between the victim and website operator.68

C. Victims Have Been Unsuccessful in Criminal Prosecutions

Given the inconsistent success of civil litigation, victims have also used existing criminal laws in their pursuit of justice.69 Criminal charges eliminate the financial burden to the victim and pose a credible threat to judgment-proof perpetrators.70 In People v. Barber,71 the defendant posted intimate photographs of his former partner to his Twitter account, and also sent them to both the victim’s sister and her employer.72 The defendant was charged with aggravated harassment in the second degree, public display of offensive sexual material, and dissemination of an unlawful surveillance image in the second degree.73

The statutes in Barber, however, did not contemplate the reality of the Internet age. For example, the court in Barber reviewed the dissemination statute and noted: “[I]t is clear that this section, by its very terms, requires more than the mere posting of an image on a social networking site such as Twitter or the sending of an image [of] other persons.”74 After a similarly narrow reading of all three statutes, the court concluded (1) posting pictures on Twitter or sending the pictures to a small group of people did not fit within the statutory definition of “public display,”75 (2) the statutory definition of “harassment” required direct contact with the victim rather than just her friends or colleagues,76 and (3) the complaint pleaded insufficient facts to suggest that the defendant engaged in “unlawful conduct” when he obtained the images.77 As a result, the court dismissed each charge, noting that “the defendant’s conduct, while reprehensible, d[id] not violate any of the criminal statutes under which he [wa]s charged.”78

68. Id.
70. See Citron & Franks, supra note 21, at 361 (arguing that a criminal law solution is needed to deter revenge porn because, while perpetrators with few assets may have little fear of litigation, the threat of criminal charges is less likely to be ignored).
73. Id. at *1–2.
74. Id. at *3.
75. Id. at *7.
76. Id. at *5–6.
77. Id. at *3–4.
78. Id. at *1.
People v. Stone is an earlier case, also from New York, that illustrates courts’ reluctance to acknowledge the impact of digital images as warranting criminal culpability. In Stone, the victim broke up with her boyfriend, who responded by sending a text which read: “I annihilate people who try to hurt me, I will be good if you give me another chance.” Two days later, the defendant texted a photograph of “a masked man holding up a knife” from the same phone number. Upon his arrest, the defendant admitted to police that he was the person in the photograph wearing the mask and holding the knife. The man was charged with menacing in the second degree, which requires, in pertinent part, that the defendant place the victim in reasonable fear by “displaying a deadly weapon.”

Citing the definition of “display” as something actually witnessed by the victim, the court again felt its hands were tied, concluding “that sending the photograph via text message was more like a written communication than an actual, physical display, and [was] insufficient to establish the display element.”

Responding to the inadequacy of existing criminal statutes, many states, including Pennsylvania, have proposed legislation to specifically criminalize revenge porn. However, as many legal scholars have noted, to criminalize the distribution of images taken and possessed with consent threatens the perpetrators’ constitutional rights.

D. First Amendment Guarantees and Exceptions

The First Amendment to the United States Constitution states, “Congress shall make no law . . . abridging the freedom of speech.” Courts have interpreted freedom of speech to extend to freedom of expression. The First Amendment is applicable to the states by way of the Due Process Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment. Courts evaluate government regulations of speech under a strict scrutiny standard, which requires a compelling government interest

81. Id. at 735 (emphasis added).
82. Id.
83. Id. (citing N.Y. PENAL LAW § 120.14(1) (McKinney 2014)).
84. Stone, 982 N.Y.S.2d at 739.
85. See, e.g., N.J. STAT. ANN. § 2C:14-9 (West 2015); UTAH CODE ANN. § 76-5b-203 (West 2015).
86. See, e.g., Calvert, supra note 18, at 674–678 (arguing that revenge porn frequently consists of a “truthful” representation of what a person looks like, and laws which suppress or punish publication of “even hurtful truths” pose a First Amendment issue).
87. U.S. Const. amend. I.
88. E.g., N.Y. Times Co. v. Sullivan, 376 U.S. 254, 269 (1964) (“The general proposition that freedom of expression upon public questions is secured by the First Amendment has long been settled by our decisions.”).
and a regulation narrowly drawn to achieve its purpose.\textsuperscript{90} For this reason, attempts by the government to regulate speech or expression often fail in the courts.\textsuperscript{91} The Supreme Court has protected speech related to flag burning,\textsuperscript{92} animal cruelty,\textsuperscript{93} and Ku Klux Klan rallies advocating “crime, sabotage, violence, or unlawful methods of terrorism.”\textsuperscript{94} “The policy behind such vigorous protection is grounded in the belief that the open debate of ideas, no matter how unpopular, ensures that the political and social movements of the nation reflect the desires of the American people.”\textsuperscript{95}

1. Speech that Can Be Restricted

Despite a broad policy of protection, the Supreme Court has recognized that “the right of free speech is not absolute at all times and under all circumstances.”\textsuperscript{96} Regulations surviving strict scrutiny have addressed two questions. First, does the regulation restrict constitutionally protected expressive content?\textsuperscript{97} Second, can the government state a compelling or substantial interest in regulation beyond regulation of the speech itself?\textsuperscript{98}

\textbf{a. Content-Versus-Conduct Restrictions}

In analyzing the constitutionality of a speech restriction, courts must first determine if the restriction relates to the content of the speech, or to the conduct

\textsuperscript{90} See, e.g., Arkansas Writers’ Project, Inc. v. Ragland, 481 U.S. 221, 231 (1987) (“[T]he State must show that its regulation is necessary to serve a compelling state interest and is narrowly drawn to achieve that end.”).

\textsuperscript{91} See Ashcroft v. American Civil Liberties Union, 535 U.S. 564, 573 (2002) (“[A]s a general matter, ‘the First Amendment means that government has no power to restrict expression because of its message, its ideas, its subject matter, or its content.’” (alteration in original) (emphasis added) (quoting Bolger v. Youngs Drug Prods. Corp., 463 U.S. 60, 65 (1983)); see also United States v. Alvarez, 132 S. Ct. 2537, 2543–44 (2012) (overturning a statute which made it a crime to falsely claim receipt of the Medal of Honor); Redrup v. New York, 386 U.S. 767, 770 (1967) (“[A] State is utterly without power to suppress, control or punish the distribution of any writings or pictures upon the ground of their ‘obscenity.’” (emphasis added)); Butler v. Michigan, 352 U.S. 380, 383 (1957) (declaring unconstitutional a law which prohibited all distribution of literary material that contained passages unfit for children because it “burn[ed] the house to roast the pig” to reduce “the adult population of Michigan to reading only what is fit for children”).


\textsuperscript{95} See Roth v. United States, 354 U.S. 476, 484 (1957) (“The protection given speech and press was fashioned to assure unfettered interchange of ideas for the bringing about of political and social changes desired by the people.”); United States v. Associated Press, 52 F. Supp. 362, 372 (S.D.N.Y. 1943) (“[The First Amendment] presupposes that right conclusions are more likely to be gathered out of a multitude of tongues, than through any kind of authoritative selection. To many this is, and always will be, folly; but we have staked upon it our all.”).

\textsuperscript{96} Chaplinsky v. New Hampshire, 315 U.S. 568, 571 (1942).

\textsuperscript{97} Id. at 571–72.

of the speaker. The statute at issue in *Texas v. Johnson* illustrates a content-based restriction. Johnson was arrested after he stood in front of Dallas’s City Hall, lit an American flag on fire, and led a group chanting, “America, the red, white, and blue, we spit on you.” The state of Texas asserted a governmental interest in “preserving the flag as a symbol of nationhood and national unity.” The Supreme Court reasoned that concerns about the preservation of the flag as a symbol existed only if it was conceded that “a person’s treatment of the flag communicate[d] some message.” If that was the case, his conduct expressed an idea and was thus entitled to protection. Put another way, burning the flag could be proscribed by an ordinance against starting outdoor fires, but not by an ordinance against dishonoring the flag.

In *United States v. O’Brien*, the Court considered the legality of a conduct restriction that had only a collateral impact on expressive speech. To protest the Vietnam War, David O’Brien burned his Selective Service registration on the steps of a Boston courthouse, in violation of the Universal Military Training and Service Act of 1948. Faced with a statute designed to regulate conduct that could potentially also restrict expression, the Court outlined the parameters for a restriction to pass strict scrutiny, in what has come to be known as the “O’Brien test”:

[A] government regulation is sufficiently justified if it is within the constitutional power of the Government; if it furthers an important or substantial governmental interest; if the governmental interest is unrelated to the suppression of free expression; and if the incidental restriction on alleged First Amendment freedoms is no greater than is essential to the furtherance of that interest.

The Court upheld the regulation, finding that (1) Congress had legitimate interest in making Selective Service registration certificates available to facilitate its Article I power to raise and support the army; (2) a law criminalizing destruction of the certificates was the most precise way to achieve such “continuing availability”; and (3) the law was aimed not at preventing O’Brien’s

---

99. *R.A.V. v. City of St. Paul*, 505 U.S. 377, 384 (1992) (“Thus, the government may proscribe libel; but it may not make the further content discrimination of proscribing only libel critical of the government.”).

100. 491 U.S. 377 (1989).


102. *Id.* at 400.

103. *Id.* at 410.

104. *Id.*


ability to communicate his displeasure with government policy, but instead at maintaining the functioning of the Selective Service system.110

b. Overbreadth and Content Discrimination

Beyond the content-versus-conduct distinction, there are two drafting principles that restrictions on speech must avoid: overbreadth and content discrimination.111 An overbroad statute restricts not just speech that falls outside the scope of constitutional protection, but also speech that warrants such protection.112 Generally, attacks on a statute are treated as valid only when the statute impacts the party at issue. But an exception to this rule exists for First Amendment challenges.113 When “substantial” overbreadth is present, “the law may not be enforced against anyone, including the party before the court,” even if his speech or expression could otherwise have been legitimately proscribed.114 Litigants may challenge a statute based on the assumption that “the statute’s very existence may cause others not before the court to refrain from constitutionally protected speech or expression.”115 Essentially, the overbreadth doctrine focuses on avoiding the “chilling” of protected expression.116

“Content discrimination,” meanwhile, addresses the danger that the government could suppress a viewpoint by criminalizing constitutionally proscribable speech related to only one side of an issue of social or political concern.117 In other words, by proscribing only a narrow class of unprotected speech, the government could promote a position on an issue of public concern by silencing only the other side of the debate. While a statute could make it illegal in general to threaten the President, a statute could not criminalize threats to the President related to only, for example, the Affordable Care Act.118 However, when the “basis” for a speech regulation consists of “the very reason the entire class of speech at issue is proscribable,” there is no evidence of viewpoint discrimination that would threaten the statute’s constitutionality.119 For example, since obscenity is a proscribable class of speech, it would be valid

115. Broadrick, 413 U.S. at 612.
117. Id. at 387–88 (majority opinion).
118. See id. at 388–89 (explaining that if such a narrow restriction was allowed, state or federal legislation could be used to punish speakers who hold a disfavored viewpoint on an important political topic).
119. Id. at 388.
for a statute to prohibit all obscene images. It would also be valid for a statute to prohibit a narrow subset of images unrelated to a political issue, such as obscene images of people with blue eyes.\textsuperscript{120} As long as there is no “realistic possibility that official suppression of ideas is afoot,” a statute criminalizing an unprotected form of speech is valid.\textsuperscript{121}

c. The Categorization of Unprotected Speech

Once courts address these structural limitations, they perform a substantive analysis. In other words, there is a second prong to the question of whether a statute restricts “constitutionally protected” speech: What kind of speech is at issue? This question is important because the Supreme Court classifies some speech as “unprotected”—that is, speech the government may regulate.\textsuperscript{122} These categories are not mere exceptions within the broad rule, but are instead considered outside the protection of the First Amendment altogether.\textsuperscript{123} Chaplinsky v. New Hampshire\textsuperscript{124} is among the premiere cases on the issue,\textsuperscript{125} and provides a straightforward categorization of types of proscribable speech.

The Chaplinsky Court laid out several categories of speech the government may regulate, “includ[ing] the lewd and obscene, the profane, the libelous, and the insulting or ‘fighting’ words—those which by their very utterance inflict injury or tend to incite an immediate breach of the peace.”\textsuperscript{126} The categories cited above are commonly referred to as the “Chaplinsky categories”:\textsuperscript{127} (1) lewd and obscene, (2) profane, (3) libelous, and (4) fighting words.\textsuperscript{128} Speech that falls into one of these categories is unprotected because it does not further the First Amendment’s underlying policy of ensuring an open marketplace of ideas.\textsuperscript{129} Speech of this kind is of minimal value to society and can inflict real harm on others. Thus, the government may regulate these types of speech because the
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benefit of the speech “is clearly outweighed by the social interest in order and morality.”

Application of the language from Chaplinsky has evolved over years of heavy scrutiny, and has resulted in disparate Supreme Court opinions that have both expanded and eliminated speech regulations. Today the language of Chaplinsky—while seemingly so clear—is perhaps best considered a guide for courts to use when analyzing speech regulations, rather than an exhaustive list of proscribable forms of speech. As Part II.D.3 will address in further detail, the fighting words doctrine in particular has evolved over time through case law.

Identifying a particular type of speech or expression as unprotected—such as that falling within a Chaplinsky category—is crucial to parties successfully arguing for a statute’s validity because it helps satisfy the requirements of O’Brien. If the speech is unprotected, it is within the power of the government to regulate, and the regulation is by its very nature unrelated to the suppression of First Amendment speech. Thus, for a regulation to survive strict scrutiny it must (1) meet the requirements of unprotected speech or nonspeech, guided by the framework of Chaplinsky, and (2) be based on an “important governmental interest,” satisfying the final prong of the O’Brien test.

2. Obscenity

Attempts to regulate depictions of sexuality and nudity overwhelmingly classify the depictions within Chaplinsky’s first category as “lewd and obscene.” In Miller v. California, the Supreme Court laid out the test for the trier of fact to consider when classifying pornography as obscene:

(a) [W]hether “the average person, applying contemporary community standards” would find that the work, taken as a whole, appeals to the
prurient interest; (b) whether the work depicts or describes, in a patently offensive way, sexual conduct specifically defined by the applicable state law; and (c) whether the work, taken as a whole, lacks serious literary, artistic, political or scientific value.\footnote{Miller, 413 U.S. at 24 (citation omitted).}

The Court, aware of the dangerous potential impact of the holding, cautioned that “[s]tate statutes designed to regulate obscene materials must be carefully limited.”\footnote{Id. at 23–24.}

Applying the proper test for obscenity, the next step is to clarify what type of government interest qualifies as important or substantial under \textit{O’Brien}. States are empowered to provide for the “public health, safety, \textit{and morals}.”\footnote{Barnes, 501 U.S. at 569 (emphasis added).}

The Supreme Court identified as legitimate an interest in “stemming the tide of commercialized obscenity.”\footnote{Slaton, 413 U.S. at 57; see also Barnes, 501 U.S. at 568 (“[T]he statute’s purpose of protecting societal order and morality is clear from its text and history.”).} Even if the obscene material could be restricted to those in society interested in seeing it, the state maintains an interest in the overall quality of life of the community and can restrict the activity in public spheres.\footnote{Slaton, 413 U.S. at 59 (“It concerns the tone of the society, the mode, . . . the style and quality of life . . . . A man may be entitled to read an obscene book in his room . . . . [b]ut if he demands a right to obtain the books and pictures he wants in the market . . . then to grant him his right is to affect the world about the rest of us . . . .” (quoting Alexander Bickel, \textit{On Pornography II: Dissenting and Concurring Opinions}, PUBL. INT., Winter 1971, at 25, 25–26)).}

Prominent examples of such restrictions being upheld include a ban on playing “obscene” films in a public theater\footnote{Id. at 69.} and a ban on all-nude dancing in strip clubs.\footnote{Barnes, 501 U.S. at 560.} Despite this potential avenue for regulation, attempts to regulate depictions of sexuality are struck down with great frequency.\footnote{E.g., Butler v. Michigan, 352 U.S. 380, 383 (1957) (declaring unconstitutional a law which prohibited all distribution of literary material that contained passages unfit for children because it “burn[ed] the house to roast the pig” to reduce “the adult population of Michigan to reading only what is fit for children”); see also Jacobellis v. Ohio, 378 U.S. 184, 197 (1964) (Stewart, J., concurring) (regarding whether or not a sexual scene in a film was obscene: “I know it when I see it, and the motion picture involved in this case is not that”).} As a result, in general, scholars agree that legislation classifying revenge porn as obscene is unlikely to pass constitutional muster.\footnote{See e.g., Calvert, supra note 18, at 683 (noting that revenge porn sexual images are not obscene within the First Amendment meaning of the word).} Regardless of whether material is offensive to some people, the Supreme Court has made it clear that “[s]exual expression which is indecent but not obscene is protected by the First Amendment.”\footnote{Sable Commc’ns of Cal., Inc. v. F.C.C., 492 U.S. 115, 126 (1989).}
3. Fighting Words

The implications of the second half of the sentence in Chaplinsky that classifies unprotected speech are critical. The Supreme Court described fighting words as “those [words] which by their very utterance inflict injury or tend to incite an immediate breach of the peace.” 149 As one scholar concedes, “[i]t is highly unlikely” that the Court intended this explanation to “bear the hard doctrinal weight that is sometimes ascribed to it.” 150 Nonetheless, the word “or” has become important in defining two different classes of speech. 151 The first class is speech that has a tendency “to cause [a] violent reaction,” 152 such as the type of speech actually at issue in Chaplinsky. 153 In that case, the appellant called a city official a “God damned racketeer” and “a damned Fascist.” 154 In this form, fighting words are the kind of personally abusive speech that would, as a matter of common knowledge, likely provoke a violent reaction. 155 The second type of speech, more relevant to the purposes of this Comment, is “th[at] which by [its] very utterance inflict[s] injury.” 156 By way of distinction and clarity, one might think of this class as designed to communicate an impending violent action. 157 This type of language is better thought of as a true threat. 158 Essentially it is the difference between telling an antagonist “I challenge you to a duel at 2 p.m.,” and, “I will shoot you at 2 p.m.” Either statement could be proscribed by statute, but it would be an error to conflate the two doctrines.

Fighting words as a whole are considered beyond the scope of First Amendment protection because “[r]esort to epithets or personal abuse is not in any proper sense communication of information or opinion safeguarded by the Constitution.” 159 Hence, “punishment as a criminal act would raise no question under that instrument.” 160 The speech at issue must not be just personally abusive, but also directed at a person. 161 Further, a violent reaction is not a
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161. See, e.g., Cohen v. California, 403 U.S. 15, 20 (1971) (“No individual actually or likely to be present could reasonably have regarded the words on appellant’s jacket as a direct personal insult.”); Cantwell, 310 U.S. at 308–09 (“It is not claimed that he intended to insult or affront the hearers . . . . [H]e wished only to interest them in his propaganda.”).
necessary result, nor is the speaker’s intent to elicit a violent reaction (or action); there simply must be a likelihood that a violent reaction could occur.\footnote{162}

Applying the proper framework for proscribable “fighting words,” courts’ next step is to identify the type of government interest that may be considered legitimate. One of the government’s primary justifications for regulating fighting words has been that a state may use its police power to protect the health and safety of the citizenry and prevent the fear such words inspire.\footnote{163} For example, the government has used this justification to regulate restricting the location of protests near abortion clinics\footnote{164} or punishing someone who caused a panic by “falsely shouting ‘fire’ in a [movie] theatre.”\footnote{165} Similarly, the ability to ban true threats stems from the government’s interest in protecting individuals from the fear of violence and “from the disruption that fear engenders.”\footnote{166}

Some scholars have expressed concern about allowing the government to regulate speech under the framework of true threats because of “the suggestion that there are occasions when words alone may inflict injury that society may redress without abridging the guarantees of the First Amendment.”\footnote{167} Because “true threats” is a developing area, there is a relative paucity of Supreme Court decisions that explicitly touch on it.\footnote{168} Lower courts throughout the United States have also provided limited guidance. Cases upholding regulations that punish expressions often involve issues of either sexuality or race in connection with some physical action that goes beyond the mere language at issue.\footnote{169} In one case, a Wisconsin criminal court went so far as to declare that under certain circumstances, resorts to personal abuse, which inflict injury “by their very utterance,” could be considered “abusive fighting words” that are “not protected by the First Amendment.”\footnote{170}

\footnote{162. See, e.g., \textit{Cohen}, 403 U.S. at 20 (noting that there was no evidence that a violent reaction occurred from anyone who observed the defendant’s clothing, which contained offensive language); \textit{Cantwell}, 310 U.S. at 309 (noting a person may be guilty of using fighting words if his statement is likely to provoke violence, even if that was not the speaker’s intent).}

\footnote{163. See \textit{Hill v. Colorado}, 530 U.S. 703, 715 (2000).}

\footnote{164. Id. (explaining that the statute is an exercise of police power intended to protect the health and safety of the citizenry); \textit{Madsen v. Women’s Health Ctr., Inc.}, 512 U.S. 753, 776 (1994) (finding provisions of an injunction establishing a thirty-six-foot buffer zone surrounding clinic entrances as not violating the First Amendment).}

\footnote{165. \textit{Schenck v. United States}, 249 U.S. 47, 52 (1919).}


\footnote{167. E.g., \textit{Smolla, supra} note 125, at 319.}


\footnote{169. See, e.g., \textit{In re John M.}, 36 P.3d 772, 777 (Ariz. Ct. App. 2001) (categorizing the defendant’s yelling of racial slurs as fighting words); \textit{State v. Hubbard}, No. C6-00-1836, 2001 WL 568973, at *1–2 (Minn. Ct. App. May 29, 2001) (upholding the disorderly conduct conviction of appellant, who repeatedly flashed a sexually suggestive sign at complainant, while both were driving on the highway, because his “predatory conduct did indeed arouse alarm and anger . . . [and] tended to incite a breach of the peace”); \textit{State v. Ovadal}, 671 N.W.2d 865, ¶¶ 2–4, 14–17 (Wis. Ct. App. Oct. 7, 2003) (upholding defendant’s conviction for yelling “whore” and “harlot” at a woman who was preparing to go to a nude beach).}

\footnote{170. \textit{Ovadal}, 671 N.W.2d 865, ¶ 17.}
However, within a developing area of law, a quantity of decisions on a subject is not nearly so valuable as the quality of those decisions. A recent case, which may serve as precedent for future applications of the true threats principle, can be a valuable guide. *Virginia v. Black*\(^{171}\) is such a case, and deals with an example of expressive speech as a threat that is all too common in America: cross burning. The Virginia statute at issue in *Black* read as follows:

> It shall be unlawful for any person or persons, *with the intent of intimidating* any person or group of persons, to burn, or cause to be burned, a cross on the property of another, a highway or other public place. Any person who shall violate any provision of this section shall be guilty of a Class 6 felony.

Any such burning of a cross shall be prima facie evidence of an intent to intimidate a person or group of persons.\(^{172}\)

The difficulty of the case was that cross burnings had not only been used to generate fear of impending violence, but had *also* been used to communicate a shared ideology among members of the Ku Klux Klan.\(^{173}\) As such, a blanket ban on cross burnings ran the risk of overbreadth by criminalizing legally protected expressive speech, while complete removal of the statute would allow this “particularly virulent form of intimidation” to continue.\(^{174}\) Because states are permitted to ban true threats, the Court first considered whether cross burning represented a true threat.\(^{175}\) A ban on true threats protects the target not just from the harm threatened but also from the fear that threats of harm can cause. Thus, speech that intimidates others can be classified as a true threat.\(^{176}\) In the Court’s words: “Intimidation in the constitutionally proscribable sense of the word is a type of true threat, where a speaker directs a threat to a person or group of persons with the intent of placing the victim *in fear of bodily harm or death.*”\(^{177}\)

To determine if cross burning qualified as an intimidating threat, the Court looked to the United States’ history of cross burning. The Court cited examples of cross burning at synagogues and churches, in front of a proposed housing project, and in front of a labor leader’s home on the eve of an election.\(^{178}\) This history showed the practice was often intimidating, and done with an intent to instill “pervasive fear in victims.”\(^{179}\) “These cross burnings embodied threats to people whom the Klan deemed antithetical to its goals. And these threats had special force given the long history of Klan violence.”\(^{180}\)
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Once cross burning itself was found to fit within the structure of a “true threat,” the Court next analyzed the statute for possible unconstitutional content discrimination.\textsuperscript{181} The Court noted that the Virginia Supreme Court’s analogy to cases like \textit{R.A.V. v. City of St. Paul}\textsuperscript{182} was not dispositive of the issue.\textsuperscript{183} Proper analysis required the Court to revisit and re-explain the policy of content discrimination set forth in \textit{R.A.V.}\textsuperscript{184} A content-based discrimination analysis requires an understanding of whether or not the government is trying to endorse one side of an issue of social or political importance by silencing only the other side of the issue.\textsuperscript{185} A law can withstand this scrutiny when the regulation is “based on the very reasons why the particular class of speech . . . is proscribable.”\textsuperscript{186} Thus, threats are proscribable, and threats against the President are proscribable as a subclass, but threats against the President based on a political position are not proscribable.\textsuperscript{187} Likewise, obscenity is proscribable, and obscene images that are deemed the most lewd could be proscribable as a subclass, but the government could not proscribe obscenity containing only offensive political messages.\textsuperscript{188}

For its content discrimination analysis, the Court once again turned to American history, and noted that people had burned crosses to intimidate on more than just racial or religious grounds.\textsuperscript{189} Further, the statute at issue was not concerned with whether the perpetrator acted based on the victim’s race, gender, religion, or sexuality.\textsuperscript{190} If the statute had been so specific, it may have been found to regulate only expressive speech of a disfavored political perspective. As a result, it would likely have failed the content-discrimination prong of the analysis. However, the statute did not prevent cross burning when related to only a single political perspective, but instead prevented cross burning because it was a type of threat that the state found particularly dangerous. In the Court’s own words:

The First Amendment permits Virginia to outlaw cross burnings done \textit{with the intent to intimidate} because burning a cross is a particularly virulent form of intimidation. Instead of prohibiting all intimidating messages, Virginia \textit{may choose to regulate this subset of intimidating messages in light of cross burning’s long and pernicious history} as a signal of impending violence. Thus, just as a State may
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regulate only that obscenity which is the most obscene due to its prurient content, so too may a State choose to prohibit only those forms of intimidation that are most likely to inspire fear of bodily harm. A ban on cross burning carried out with the intent to intimidate is fully consistent with our holding in R.A.V. and is proscribable under the First Amendment.

Indeed, several Justices wrote concurring opinions to emphasize the point that cross burning “with the intent to intimidate” would not violate the First Amendment. The Supreme Court majority, however, declared the statute unconstitutional based on a separate provision. The unconstitutional provision, the majority held, was that which deemed the act of cross burning alone to be prima facie evidence of intent to intimidate. The Court found that this provision violated the overbreadth doctrine, stating: “[T]he law] does not distinguish between a cross burning at a public rally or a cross burning on a neighbor’s lawn. It does not treat the cross burning directed at an individual differently from the cross burning directed at a group of like-minded believers.”

4. The Present Court’s Free Speech Jurisprudence

Despite the value of these cases in identifying legitimate government interests substantial enough to restrict speech, past precedent is not necessarily dispositive in front of the highest court. History has shown that the proper inquiry is not what the Supreme Court has done, but rather what the present Supreme Court will do. As such, it is recent Supreme Court jurisprudence that...
is the most helpful—though by no means definitive—indication of the Court’s willingness to consider regulations on free speech.

In *United States v. Stevens*, the Court considered the validity of 18 U.S.C. § 48, which addressed the growing popularity of “crush videos.” Crush videos are a type of pornography which depict “women slowly crushing animals to death,” including cats, dogs, mice, and hamsters. The statute established a criminal penalty for anyone who “create[d], s[old], or possesse[d] a depiction of animal cruelty . . . for commercial gain.” Important to the Court’s analysis was that the statute itself “[did] not address underlying acts harmful to animals, but only portrayals of such conduct.” Thus, the statute as written punished not the conduct of animal cruelty but the images themselves, and such a statute was presumed invalid unless classified within a *Chaplinsky* category.

The government first argued not that such speech fit within one of the enumerated *Chaplinsky* categories, but rather, that depictions of animal cruelty should have been added to the list. Using the language of *Chaplinsky* as a guide, the government asserted that the benefit of the speech “[was] clearly outweighed by the social interest in order and morality.” The Court rejected this argument, and said that to reduce the validity of freedom of speech to a balancing test was “startling and dangerous.” The Court explained that *Chaplinsky*’s balancing language did not provide a test for how to identify new categories of unprotected speech, but instead was merely illustrative of how already unprotected speech was evaluated.

Moving to an alternative argument, the government justified the statute as criminalizing only obscene content and explained that the language of the statute’s exceptions was based heavily on the language of *Miller*. The government contended that providing an exception for work of “serious literary, artistic, political or scientific value” would protect expressions with legitimate
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merit, but permit regulation of obscene crush videos.\footnote{211} The Court also rejected this “serious value” exception, saying it could not be the test for protected speech because “[m]ost of what we say to one another lacks ‘religious, political, scientific, educational, journalistic, historical, or artistic value’ (let alone serious value), but it is still sheltered from government regulation.”\footnote{212}

Finally, in a manner instructive of the Court’s statutory analysis, the Stevens majority considered the overbreadth doctrine.\footnote{213} The plain language of the statute prohibited depictions of animal cruelty, which included any depiction where a living animal was “maimed, mutilated, tortured, wounded, or killed.”\footnote{214} Although Congress’s intent was to prevent cruelty to animals, the words “wounded” and “killed” did not necessarily imply cruel treatment.\footnote{215} Further, while the statute prohibited only “illegal conduct” that harmed animals, that term was broad. “Illegal conduct” could have included violations related to anything from fishing licenses to livestock regulations, and the definition was subject to the variances of each jurisdiction.\footnote{216}

Within this framework, the Court described the criminal statute as one of “alarming breadth.”\footnote{217} By way of example, the Court noted that all hunting is illegal in Washington D.C., and so the sale of hunting magazines within the district would automatically fall under the prohibited conduct of the statute.\footnote{218} Justice Alito, alone in dissent, gave weight to the content of the images: “The animals used in crush videos are living creatures that experience[d] excruciating pain. Our society has long banned such cruelty . . . .”\footnote{219}

The next year the Court decided \textit{Snyder v. Phelps}.\footnote{220} The issue was the Westboro Baptist Church’s practice of picketing funerals to publicize its message that God hates the United States for its tolerance of homosexuality.\footnote{221} Members of the church stood about a thousand feet from the funeral of a marine killed in Iraq, holding signs that read: “Thank God for Dead Soldiers,” “God Hates Fags,” and “You’re Going to Hell.”\footnote{222} The marine’s father testified that “he [was] unable to separate the thought of his dead son from his thoughts of Westboro’s picketing.”\footnote{223} In addition to more than six hundred military funerals, the church had already also picketed, for example, the funerals of police officers, firefighters, and victims of “shocking crimes,” sending out press releases of their
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plans in advance. Justice Alito’s dissent captured a visceral response to the church’s actions: “Our profound national commitment to free and open debate is not a license for the vicious verbal assault that occurred in this case.”

The majority, however, saw the speech not as a personal attack, but instead as a contribution to public discourse. This distinction was extremely important. While the First Amendment reflects a national commitment that debate on public issues be “wide-open,” when purely private concerns are at issue, “First Amendment protections are often less rigorous.” Speech can be considered public when it relates to political or social issues, is newsworthy, or is generally of concern to the public. On the other hand, the Court cited as an example of private speech the underlying facts in City of San Diego v. Roe, which found that “videos of an employee engaging in sexually explicit acts did not address a public concern.”

Guided by this framework, the content of Westboro Baptist Church’s protests—while they “may [have] fall[en] short of refined social or political commentary”—were public in that they related to issues such as the moral conduct of the United States and homosexuality in the military. The Court found that public speech was too important to be regulated just because it was “upsetting or arouses contempt.” The Court set aside the jury verdict and dismissed the civil charges against Westboro Baptist Church because “[i]n a case such as this, a jury is unlikely to be neutral with respect to the content of [the] speech, posing a real danger of becoming an instrument for the suppression of . . . vehement, caustic, and sometimes unpleasan[t] expression.”

5. Legislative Response in Light of First Amendment Rulings

Although a growing number of states have proposed criminal legislation to curb revenge porn, there is general acknowledgment that broad criminal statutes would likely prove unconstitutional. This sentiment is buoyed by the recent
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235. See Calvert, supra note 18, at 683 (noting that recent decisions of the Supreme Court indicate it is highly unlikely that revenge porn will be classified either as obscene or as a new category of unprotected speech); Laird, supra note 49, at 48 (noting criticism from the American Civil Liberties Union that such laws restrict free speech); Stokes, supra note 17, at 942 (declaring that the criminal
decisions of the Supreme Court. As a consequence, there is also a growing trend to narrow statutes in order to withstand First Amendment scrutiny. For example, Pennsylvania’s proposed legislation reads:

A person commits the crime of intimate partner harassment by exposing a photograph, film, videotape or similar recording of the identifiable image of an intimate partner who is nude or explicitly engaged in a sexual act to the view of a third party for no legitimate purpose and with the intent to harass, annoy or alarm the person depicted.

The language “legitimate purpose” implies a legal standard of “rational basis” scrutiny, which has been historically easy to overcome. Additionally, the inclusion of “intent” creates another triable issue of fact regarding the defendant’s state of mind in relation to his actions.

California maintains a statute that criminalizes the intentional distribution of an “image of the intimate body part or parts of another identifiable person, or an image of the person engaged in an act of sexual intercourse . . . under circumstances in which the persons agree or understand that the image shall remain private.” New Jersey offers the longest standing, and much celebrated, version of such a law. An actor commits a crime when “knowing that he is not licensed or privileged to do so, he discloses any . . . reproduction of the image of another person whose intimate parts are exposed.” The statute also includes an affirmative defense where, “the actor posted or otherwise provided prior notice to the person of the actor’s intent to engage in the conduct specified.”

The disposition of recent First Amendment cases, and the proliferation of revenge porn laws, underscores a broader point: while judges and legislators debate the finer points of constitutional doctrines, real people are being hurt by revenge porn every day. Something must be done to balance the protection of our nation’s fundamental freedoms and its citizens’ basic human dignity, or soon one will be sacrificed to satisfy the other.

regulations appeared “overbroad and potentially unconstitutional”).
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III. DISCUSSION

Courts should analyze revenge porn as proscribable speech based on its impact, rather than its content. That is, the inquiry should not be whether or not its content is obscene, but rather whether its impact causes harm and fear that rises to the level of a true threat. Revenge porn, by definition, involves depictions of nudity and sexuality. The general trend to regulate depictions of sexually explicit material has been to classify it as obscene. But the Supreme Court has demonstrated an unwillingness to label images that appeal “to the prurient interest” as obscene. Furthermore, cases such as Stevens and Snyder, discussed in Section II, indicate the present Court will vehemently defend speech, even when such a defense protects depictions as offensive as animal cruelty or funeral protests. With this backdrop, legislators are looking to criminalize revenge porn by crafting statutes with elaborate restrictions and exceptions, in what seems to be anticipation of having to defend them in court. These qualifiers, however, make the statutes so narrow as to render them virtually useless. To paraphrase Justice Frankfurter, these statutes roast a pig when they need to burn the house.

This Section argues that the primary problem with drafting legislation to prevent revenge porn is the drafters’ and interpreters’ perspective of the statute. The mere presence of nudity in this form of intimate media is not the reason the practice should be criminalized. Rather, it is the harm the postings cause to the subjects of the media, in terms of both mental well-being and physical danger. Part III.A reviews the existing legislation, and the gaps created by overly cautious legislators concerned with violating free speech protections. Part III.B argues that posting revenge porn should be classified as a true threat. Finally, Part III.C illustrates what an effective revenge porn statute might look like if drafted with the true threats doctrine in mind, rather than focused on the Court’s obscenity jurisprudence.

A. Existing State Legislation Is Ineffective

To appreciate the impact these statutes may have, it is helpful to take a deeper look at a few of them. Many view the New Jersey statute as the
preeminent revenge porn law in the country. One important advocate of criminalization described the statute as “treat[ing] the conduct seriously while providing specific definitions and affirmative defenses that guard the statute against First Amendment overbreadth.” Section 2C:14-9 states:

c. An actor commits a crime of the third degree if, knowing that he is not licensed or privileged to do so, he discloses any photograph, film, videotape, recording or any other reproduction of the image of another person whose intimate parts are exposed or who is engaged in an act of sexual penetration or sexual contact, unless that person has consented to such disclosure. For purposes of this subsection, “disclose” means sell, manufacture, give, provide, lend, trade, mail, deliver, transfer, publish, distribute, circulate, disseminate, present, exhibit, advertise or offer . . . .

d. It is an affirmative defense to a crime under this section that:
  
  (1) the actor posted or otherwise provided prior notice to the person of the actor’s intent to engage in the conduct specified in subsection a., b., or c . . . .

This statute is indeed at the vanguard of revenge porn criminalization, so it is useful to highlight what the legislators got right. First, an important aspect of the New Jersey law is that it gives clear definitions of words that courts may otherwise struggle with. Second, a violation of the statute is a felony rather than a misdemeanor. Not only is felony status a stronger deterrent to perpetrators, but it also signals to the police officers and district attorneys, who identify and prosecute such offenses, that they should attribute a greater level of importance to statutory violations. For example, in one case, a victim got help from U.S. Senator Marco Rubio, who directed the Florida Office of the Attorney General to take her case after the police initially declined to assist. The prosecutors traced the leak of her intimate media to the IP address of the victim’s ex-boyfriend. But then the charges were dismissed. The prosecutors could not search the ex-boyfriend’s computer without a warrant, and they could not justify seeking a warrant for a misdemeanor.
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Some supporters extol the virtue of the affirmative defenses in the statute, which appear to provide cover to the adult film industry. 259 But that statutory defense is exactly what is wrong with this law. It is true the law “has never faced a serious challenge.” 260 But it is not hard to imagine how a clever person who intended to distribute intimate images could get around the law. The statute provides that “[i]t is an affirmative defense to a crime under this section that . . . the actor posted or otherwise provided prior notice to the person of the actor’s intent.” 261 All a distributor would have to do is tell the victim about his plan. Not only is this an obvious loophole that perpetrators will no doubt exploit once they learn of it, but it also protects some of the most egregious and violent versions of revenge porn. With so much for victims to lose, from reputation to career prospects, perpetrators have used the threat of posting intimate media as a means to dominate their partners within their relationships. 262 In one case, a woman was told by her ex-boyfriend that he was going to auction off a CD of her intimate media on eBay. 263 In another case, a victim was told her pictures would be posted to Facebook. 264 In short, the threat of putting intimate media online is a means for a person to manipulate and control his romantic partner, and is seen by some as a form of domestic abuse. 265 Yet this much-lauded New Jersey statute makes such a threat a specific affirmative defense to punishment.

Turning to California, the relevant portion of the statute makes it a misdemeanor when:

(4)(A) Any person who intentionally distributes the image of the intimate body part or parts of another identifiable person, or an image of the person depicted engaged in an act of sexual intercourse, sodomy, oral copulation, sexual penetration, or an image of masturbation by the person depicted or in which the person depicted participates, under circumstances in which the persons agree or understand that the image shall remain private, the person distributing the image knows or should know that distribution of the image will cause serious emotional distress, and the person depicted suffers that distress. . . .

(C) As used in this paragraph, “intimate body part” means any portion of the genitals, the anus and in the case of a female, also includes any portion of the breasts below the top of the areola, that is either uncovered or clearly visible through clothing. 266

Like the New Jersey law, the California law has positive aspects. First, there are again clear definitions of specific portions of the law, including “intimate
body parts,” which reduce the possibility of confusion in the courtroom. Second, the California law follows a trend that the proposed Pennsylvania law, and many other proposed laws, have adopted: including statutory provisions requiring that the image must be of another identifiable person.267 This is almost certainly an attempt to narrow the statutes to survive overbreadth scrutiny, but unlike other such attempts, it is a step in the right direction. It addresses online posts that include the victim’s name, address, contact details, or social networking pages. If a major reason for these posts is to humiliate or harass the victim, making identification of the victim an element of the crime deals with this problem.

The California statute also improves the efficiency of adjudication, while addressing the possibility of a defendant being charged with a crime he did not commit. For example, without this qualifier, a defendant might be charged with posting intimate media of Person A, when actually the media was of Person B. If the image was unidentifiable, it could be difficult to prove his innocence. Of course, this is more likely a theoretical than practical issue, as there are so many ways that a defendant could meet this burden, all of which do not merit attention. Still, it is overall a valuable element within the statute because it reduces the effectiveness of a “parade of horribles” argument seeking to overturn the law.

Recent emendation to the cited California statute aimed to address a heavily criticized aspect of the original legislative language.268 Before, the statute had punished any person who “photographs or records . . . another identifiable person.”269 In order to appreciate the change, it is useful to consider the implications of the previous statutory text. The language of the original law, addressing only intimate media of “another identifiable person,” explicitly excluded from coverage distribution of any self-photography. As noted earlier, the vast majority of revenge porn is self-photography.270 Thus, the California law eliminated from its scope the majority of victims. This may have been a drafting error, or perhaps it was drafted to reflect the public opinion that victims of revenge porn “brought it upon themselves” by creating the media.271 But even though self-photography is a strong indication of consent, it is not inherently more consensual than intimate media where a partner captures the images.

The statute, as amended, punishes any person who “intentionally distributes the image of the intimate body part or parts of another identifiable
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person.” While this change ameliorated a serious flaw in the statute’s language, it is doubtful that it will change the statute’s ineffectiveness. The California law makes it a crime to distribute these images only “under circumstances where the parties agree or understand that the image shall remain private.” Like its New Jersey counterpart, the California law has an exception that almost completely swallows the rule. In the absence of some sort of binding written contract between the parties, all a defendant needs to do to evade punishment is contest the understanding of privacy between him and his partner. Given the (1) lack of public sympathy towards victims of revenge porn, (2) growing popularity and number of revenge porn websites, (3) presence of hackers, and (4) possibility that phones or laptops that contain intimate media could be misplaced, a defendant could credibly argue that it was not his understanding that the images would remain private. Finally, in contrast to the New Jersey law, the California law makes distribution of revenge porn a misdemeanor. For the reasons discussed above, making the punishment a misdemeanor rather than a felony reduces the effectiveness of the law.

The California legislature created a law that does little more than pay lip service to the issues surrounding revenge porn. The law reaches almost no one, gives police very little ability or incentive to enforce it, and provides a nearly insurmountable defense. The law essentially allows its drafters to attend fundraisers as champions of both free speech and women’s rights, without taking a meaningful stance on either issue. Despite what advocates may say, victims in California are sure to learn that while this law identifies an issue, it provides no practical solution.

B. Revenge Porn Should Be Classified as True Threats

As existing statutes, case law, and scholarship have shown, to argue that depictions of consensual sexual acts of adults rise to the level of obscenity is futile. Given the Supreme Court’s obscenity decisions, lower courts would almost certainly find statutes classifying revenge porn as obscene unconstitutional. Thus, legislators have attempted to make the statutes more palatable for judges. However, what these statutes accomplish in practice is to avoid judicial scrutiny by another means; they are so narrow they are not
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This cannot be the solution. The Constitution is not so feeble and inflexible a document that the advent of new technology can change not only its application, but also its substance.

As discussed in Part II.D.3, fighting words are not protected by the First Amendment because “[r]esort to epithets or personal abuse is not in any proper sense communication of information or opinion safeguarded by the Constitution.” To constitute fighting words, the speech at issue must not merely be personally abusive, but indeed must be directed at a person. When this occurs, the government can ban threats of violence to protect the individual not just from the harm being threatened, but also from the fear of that harm and “from the disruption that fear engenders.” A violent reaction is not a necessary result, nor is it required that the speaker even intend a violent reaction, so long as a violent reaction would be likely to occur. Lower courts interpreting this language have proven sympathetic to victims when the scenario involves issues of sexuality and includes some sort of physical action.

With this skeletal framework, we can turn to application of the true threats doctrine to revenge porn. Virginia v. Black is an excellent guide for the analysis of the concept of true threats, as well as an indicator of the sort of statutory language that courts may uphold when analyzing the proscribed language.

The first step in this analysis is to classify revenge porn. The category of true threats developed as an outgrowth of the proscription of fighting words. Actions intended to intimidate can be a type of true threat. To determine the constitutionality of proscribing the act of cross burning, as an equivalent to intimidating fighting words, the Court looked to the history of the practice. Therefore, so must an analysis of revenge porn. The advent of the Internet, and the even more recent advances in cell phone technology, have both played a role in the growth of revenge porn. Although the history of revenge porn is not as
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lengthy as the history of cross burning, there is an overwhelming amount of evidence to demonstrate the significant impact it has made on individual victims and society as a whole.

The humiliation associated with exposing the intimate details of a person’s life results in everything from counseling to suicide. Data gathered on revenge porn reveal that victims often suffer panic attacks, anorexia, and depression. But the most distressing side effect of revenge porn is the resulting harassment of victims by complete strangers. When personal information is included within a post of intimate media, victims can receive harassing phone calls and emails at work and at home. In some circumstance, the harassment escalates beyond phone calls to physical confrontations. In at least one case, such a confrontation led to rape with a deadly weapon. Many victims are aware not just of the humiliation that revenge porn causes, but the danger to their personal safety as well. The fear of sexual assault as a result of these posts is profound, and some victims no longer feel safe leaving their homes.

Judges, legislators, and academics may cast aside with ease concerns that a victim might break out in shingles or lose her security clearance with the Department of Fish and Wildlife. It is to be expected—and perhaps even hoped—that our lawmakers view those laws that threaten the principles of the Constitution with skepticism and even a willingness to accept some unpleasantness. Humiliation and loss of income likely do not satisfy the requirements of the Black test. But the harm caused by revenge porn includes stalking, rape, and suicide. It leaves victims afraid to leave their homes out of fear of being assaulted. The severity of this direct harm surely meets the
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definition of proscribable intimidation.\footnote{Virginia v. Black, 538 U.S. 343, 360 (2003) ("Intimidation in the constitutionally proscribable sense of the word is a type of true threat, where a speaker directs a threat to a person or group of persons with the intent of placing the victim in fear of bodily harm or death.").} States have the power to protect people not just from the harm being threatened—in this case, stalking and possible sexual assault—but also from the fear of that harm and “the disruption that fear engenders.”\footnote{R.A.V. v. City of St. Paul, 505 U.S. 377, 388 (1992).}

As in Black, once courts establish that revenge porn can at times fall within the sphere of proscribable threats, the next step is to analyze a statute for possible content discrimination.\footnote{See supra Part II.D.1.b for a detailed analysis of overbreadth and content discrimination.} A law can withstand this phase of scrutiny when the regulation is based on the “very reason the entire class of speech at issue is proscribable.”\footnote{R.A.V., 505 U.S. at 388.} But if the law proscribes speech related to only one side of a political or social issue, courts will overturn the statute because of its unconstitutional content discrimination. To understand if cross burning was related to a racial or religious social position, the Supreme Court again looked to history.\footnote{Id.} Presumably, if cross burning was done in response to only race-based political issues such as integration of schools, voting rights, or miscegenation, it would be protected expressive speech. The Ku Klux Klan’s position on these issues, no matter how disfavored, is one side of a political debate. However, the Court’s historical analysis revealed that cross burning was not limited to a specific racial-, religious-, or gender-related issue, thus its proscription by statute did not on its own constitute content discrimination.\footnote{Id.}

The history and nature of revenge porn reveals that posting intimate media is also unrelated to a specific political issue. Indeed it is difficult to imagine any social or political message present in any of these harmful postings. Revenge porn even escapes a gendered political message. While not as common, revenge porn can certainly impact men and boys in the same ways it does women and girls.\footnote{Citron & Franks, supra note 21, at 347–48 (noting revenge porn impacts women more often, but not exclusively); see Zernike, supra note 42 (describing an instance in which one male roommate posted the dalliance of another male roommate online).} Under the framework provided by Black, there would be no inherent “content discrimination” in a statute that banned revenge porn as a type of threat.

C. The Effective Revenge Porn Statute: A Proposal

Statutes criminalizing revenge porn are written in a defensive tone, seemingly apologizing at the outset for proscribing nonobscene expressions in violation of the First Amendment.\footnote{See supra Part III.A for a review of several current statutes and their flaws.} Understanding revenge porn within a framework of true threats would allow legislatures to enact broader regulations that more effectively protect the victims of these crimes. The Justices weighed in
on the ideal phrasing of a statute that bans particularly virulent threats in *Black*. Combining that guidance with some of the best aspects of the current revenge porn statutes, I propose a framework for an effective statute that does not violate free speech:

1. It shall be a felony of the third degree for any person or persons, with the intent to intimidate or create a true threat of harm against any person or group of persons, to disclose any photograph, film, videotape, recording, or other reproduction of the image of another identifiable person whose intimate parts are exposed or who is engaged in an act of sexual penetration or sexual contact, unless that person has consented to such disclosure.
   a. As used in this paragraph, “harm” is defined in two ways:
      i. Violent bodily harm with physical consequences including, but not limited to, rape, murder, suicide, and anorexia; or
      ii. Extreme and medically verified trauma including, but not limited to, depression and anxiety.
   b. As used in this paragraph, inclusion of indicators of identity within such a post will be prima facie evidence that the actor directed the post at the subject of the intimate media.
   c. As used in this paragraph, “disclose” means sell, manufacture, give, provide, lend, trade, mail, deliver, transfer, publish, distribute, circulate, disseminate, present, exhibit, advertise, or offer.
   d. As used in this paragraph, “intimate body part” means any portion of the genitals, and in the case of a female, also includes any portion of the breasts below the top of the areola that is either uncovered or visible through less than fully opaque clothing.
   e. As used in this paragraph, “identifiable” refers to personally recognizable features within the intimate media, as well as references to the subject of the media’s name, phone number, address, workplace, email address, social networking profiles, or other related information.

This proposed statute borrows the best portions of the other statutes, and leaves out their worse features. California’s “identifiable person” standard is included, as is its definition of “intimate parts.” 307 New Jersey’s description of what qualifies as a violation of the statute—disclosure of the image—is included, which expands the scope to self-photography, as is its definition of “disclose.” 308 Finally, the statute makes a violation a felony, not a misdemeanor, providing as much incentive as possible for law enforcement to prosecute. 309
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Taking a lesson from *Black*, the only narrowing of the statute is the qualifier that disclosure of the media must be done “with the intent to intimidate or create a true threat of harm.” The intimidation requirement tracks the language of *Black*, but is expanded to address an otherwise significant opportunity for litigants to distinguish revenge porn cases from this Supreme Court precedent. The long and terrible history of cross burning in the United States gave special force to the intimidating nature of that conduct. As a relatively recent phenomenon, revenge porn does not yet have such a history. The addition of the “or create a true threat of harm” language allows the government to employ the precedential value of *Black* without the burden of establishing a history of violence comparable to cross burning.

“Harm” is defined in two ways in the proposed statute. The first form of harm has clearly observable physical consequences. However, such consequences, or even a fear of those consequences, may occur in only limited circumstances. The second form of harm is much more common and expands the reach of the statute. Defining “harm” in two separate provisions provides the statute with protection from judicial annulment. This is so because, in the event that a court finds one definition unconstitutionally overbroad, the court can sever that provision without overturning the statute as a whole.

Finally, “indicators of identity” constitute evidence that the online post is directed at the subject of the post. This is not evidence of a defendant’s intent to intimidate, but rather only evidence of a defendant’s intent to direct the posting at a specific victim. This addresses situations where a victim is not notified about the posting, but instead finds out through happenstance at some future date. Fighting words jurisprudence generally does not require a speaker’s specific intent to be a violent reaction. *Black* indicates the same rule could be extended to threats, and thus the rule could also apply to revenge porn. That is, a violent reaction does not have to be a distributor’s specific intent as long as a violent reaction could be reasonably likely to occur. Evidence of direction reduces the burden on the prosecution. A prosecutor would need to prove only that (1) revenge porn posts placed a victim in fear of violent bodily harm, and (2) a defendant directed his actions at a victim. From this, a fact finder is free to conclude whether or not a particular defendant’s actions rise to the level of an intimidating threat.

Finally, it is worth noting how a court could interpret this statute, with the caveat that a judge’s holding in a prior case is not a clear indicator of future opinions. Opinions from analogous cases written by Justices on the present Supreme Court, however, may indicate their general disposition toward such a
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statute. Justice Scalia noted in his concurrence in *Black*: “[A] State may, without infringing the First Amendment, prohibit cross burning carried out with the intent to intimidate.” Justice Thomas, in his dissent in *Black*, commented: “In my view, whatever expressive value cross burning has, the legislature simply wrote it out by banning only intimidating conduct undertaken by a particular means.” Justices Kennedy and Ginsburg joined Justice Souter’s dissent, which focused not on the intimidating nature of cross burning, but on the statute’s “prima facie” evidence provision: “It is difficult to conceive of an intimidation case that could be easier to prove than one with cross burning . . . .” Justice Alito delivered dissents in both *Stevens* and *Snyder*, which considered the nature of actual speech at issue—killing puppies and telling a veteran’s family he was going to hell during his funeral—beyond the scope of First Amendment protection. Finally, in *City of San Diego v. Roe*, the Court stated, per curiam, that the videos of an employee engaging in sexually explicit acts did not address a public concern. In sum, five current Justices have voiced opinions on either the structure of a law that could criminalize revenge porn, or the type of speech that could be regulated without issue.

**IV. CONCLUSION**

When I began my research on this issue, a professor asked me which side of the debate I supported: women or the Constitution. That cannot be the framework our society uses to decide this issue. At the end of the theoretical parade of horribles a judge might concoct, banning revenge porn would mean no one would ever feel safe showing friends the explicit images of an intimate partner. But in the real world, the parade of horribles that victims of this crime must suffer is far worse, and no system that allows it to go unchecked can reasonably tout its inherent justice. Given the reality of the situation, it is unlikely that revenge porn will continue to enjoy protection. But it would be dangerous if, in our fervor to curb this practice, we demand a resolution colored by a personal-dignity-versus-Constitution debate. That forces an unnecessary sacrifice of one principle to the other, and establishes a dangerous precedent. It is important that revenge porn not just be regulated, but that it be regulated properly—as a true threat. The principles and protections of the Constitution are not so feeble that they may be set against each other and rendered impotent by the camera on a college student’s phone. To say that the Constitution forbids the
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punishment of revenge porn is to fundamentally misunderstand the Constitution, revenge porn, or both.